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1. Let us consider the following perturbed system of differential equations: 

$ = Y P, $8 Y) + Q (t, 2, Y), 
dx 
dt =x (k x, Y) + R 0, 2, Y) (4.1) 

where t is a real independent variable, while x and y are the required functions of t defined 
on a full, linear normed space E. Functions Xft, z, y) and Yk, z, yl are given over a region 

t>, 0, II s II < H, I1 Y II \< H (1.2) 

of the space E and become zero when z = y = 6. The functions Q(t, x, y) and R(t, x, yl are 
some unknown functions belonging to the space E; they characterize the persistent pertur 
bations, and generally do not become zero when .x = y = 8 and satisfy, in the region (1.21, 
the conditions 

II Q (6 $3 Y) II d it II R 0, 2, Y) ii d P (1.3) 

where p > 0 is a sufficiently small number. 
We shall assume that the right-hand sides of (1.1) satisfy, in the region (1.21, the follow- 

ing conditions: 
1) Functions Xft, x1 yl, Y(t, x, yl, Q(t, z, yl and R(t, x, y) are single-valued and con- 

tinuous in 2, 
21 For any two points (t, x’, y’l and (t, x”, y “1 the following inequality holds: 

II U 0, s’, ?-/‘,I - U (t, T”, y”) II <:a (t) AU (AU = max [II z’ - x“ II, II y’ - y” (I 1) 

where u (tl is e real, bounded continuous function when t >/ 0 and V(t, x, y) denotes any one 

of the functions listed in (Il. 
We shall call the variable y - critical, and x - fundamental. The solution 1c = y = 6 of 

the system (1.1) without perturbations shall, in the following, be called the null solution. 
Let z = r(t) be a continuous function in E satisfying the condition )Iz(tlII \< H, and let us 
consider the following Eq. 

dy I dt = Y (t, 2 (t), Y) + Q @s 4th Y) fi.4) 

obtained from the first Eq. of (1.11 by a substitution x = z(t). 
Together with (1.41, we shall consider an unperturbed Eq. 

dy / dt = Y (t, r (r), Y} (1.5) 

Definition 1.1. We shall say that solutions of (1.51 are stable under persistent per- 
turbations when the fundamental variable is sufficiently small numerically, if, for any given 
number E > 0 ( B < H), for any initial value c = to >,O and under any indioated choice of 

x = z(c), there exist two other numbers r = f (8, co ) > 0 and p = p ( 8, to)‘> 0 such, that as 

soon as 

Ii Y (41 II Q rl II r (to1 II ( r 

the inequality 
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II 2 @I II 6 e 
will also hold for any t > t u for which 

II Y 0) II < s 

under atry perturbations Q(t, z, y) satisfying the condition (1.3). Here y(t) is the solution of 
(1.4) passing through the point (to, yuf. 

If the numbers r > 0 and p > 0 are independent of the initial value of t = to >, 0, then the 
solutions of (1.5) shall he called uniformly stable under persistent perturbations when the 
numerical value of the fundamental variable is sufficiently small. 

Definition 1.2. We shall say that solutions of (1.5) are unstable under persistent 
perturbations when the numerical value of the fundamental variable is suffici~tly small if, 
for any t = tu >/ 0 and any sufficiently small number p > 0, there exists such point (to, yof 
with the value of llyul\ > 0 ar i rarily small and such a perturbation Qft, z, y) satisfying b t 
(1.31, that under any indicated choice of x = z(t), a solution belonging to solutions of (1.4) 
passing through this point can always be found such, that it will at some t > to satisfy the 

inequality 

ii Y 01 II > e 

where a > 0 (8 < H) is a constant which is independent of the choice of x = z(t) of the 
gfven point (to, yu) and of the choice of perturbations Q(t, z, y). 

We then have the@ollowing Theorems: 

Theorem 1.1. If a perturbed system of differential equations is such that solutions 
of the first equation are stable under persistent perturbations when the numerical value of 
the fundamental variable is sufficiently small, while the solutions of the second equation 
are stable under persistent perturbations when the numerical value of the critical variable 
is sufficiently small, then the null solution is stable under persistent perturbations. 

Proof. Let the number e > 0 (e <H) and the initial value t = to >/O be given. Assume 
that x = z(t), y = y(t) is a solution of the perturbed system (1.1) and that this solution pas- 
aes through the point (to, xu, ye ). Then the theorem implies that numbers rI = rI (a, t,) > 0 

and p1 = p1 (8, t,) > 0 can be found such, that as soon as 

II m (&I) II B r II Y 00) II d r1 

the inequality Ilyft)ll < e wiI1 also hold for all t >, t o for which 

II x @I II d a, II Q 0, 5, Y) II 6 PI 

Moreover we can also find numbers r2 = 

soon as Ilx(t ) I < r and y(tu) I[ < r 
r2 (a, to) > 0 and p2 = pn (8, t,) > 0 such that as 

for which i\y!t) 1 < 
I_ “, and liptt, X,;jr$2krequality Il.r(t)\I < !e 7 also hold for all t> t,, 

If we put r = min(rl, r.J and p = minfpt, p ,J then as soon as 1 z(t,) II\< r and /ly(tJ & r, 

we shall have, for ail t > tu for which llx(t)II 6 e and IjQ(t, z, y)\ 4 p, 

II Y 0) II < e (~4 

while for all t > to for which Ily(t) II \< E and IIRk, z, y) II 6 p, we shall have 

I1 0 (r) ii < a 11.7) 

From this it follows that the inequalities (1.6) and (1.7) cannot simultaneously become 
equalities, hence neither of them can become an equality. Therefore (1.6) and (1.7) hold for 
all t >, t,, ) 0 i.e. the null solution is stable under persistent perturbations. 

Theorem 1.2. If a perturbed system of differential equations is such that solutions of 
the first equation are unstable under persistent perturbations when the numerica! value of 
the fundamental variable is sufficiently small, then the null solution is unstable under per- 
sistent perturbations. 

The Theorem is obvious, and we can consider the second equation of the system instead 
of its first equation 

2. Let us assume that the function X(6, CC, y) has the form 
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x (t, ZT, y) = p (6 4 + N @, Y) -4- L @l 2% Yl (2.f) 
where P(t, x) is continuous in t, linear in x, i.e. 

P (r, c$xr 9 aax*) = cx,P (t, 21) + CL* P (t, Q) 
and satisfies the condition 

/I P (G x) !I< // x II P it) 

where a t and U 2 denote any real numbers and p(t) is a real, continuous and bounded func- 

tion. Functions N(t, r) and k(t, x, y) satisfy the inequalities 

II iv (6 Y) II Q II Y II r (I Y Ii), II L (r* x7 Y) II < II x II 6 (II = II* II Y II) 

where Y (11 y 11) + 0 when Ii Y /I+ 0, and 6 (II x IIF II Y II) + 0 when// x II f il Y II 3 0. 

Let us now assume that the linear Eq. 

dx / dt = P (t, x) 

is such, that its bounded solution x = f(t, to, 
fies, for aIt t > t0 > 0, the inequality 

xo) passing through the point (to, x0) satis- 

I\ f (“, to, x0) I1 f II x0 /I B exP [-- @z (r - to)1 
where B > 1 and Q > 0 are some constants independent of to and xo. 

We have now the following theorem: 

(2.2) 

Th e o rem 2.1. If a perturbed system of differentisl equations is such that solutions of 
the first equation are stable under persistent perturbations when the numerical value of the 
fundamental variable is sufficiently small, while the function X has the form (2.1) and sat- 
isfies the indicated conditions, then the null solution is stable under persistent perturba- 
tions. 

Proof. LetthenumbetE>O(e<H)andtheinitialvaluet=b>,ObegivenaodIet 

rt = rt (E, t,) and pt = pt( E, to) be the numbers defined by (1.5). Assume that 

r=min(rl,-&), p=min(p~,$) 

Let us now suppose that x = z(t) and y = y(t) 
the point ft,, zo, y. 

is a solution of (l.l), which passes through 
1 and satisfies the condition 

11 x Go) /I G r’ II Y (toI II G ?- 
Then, by conditions of the Theorem it follows that for all t tto >/O for whit 

!I x (r) /i < s (2.3) 
holds, we also have 

II Y it) II < a (2.4) 

under any perturbations Q(t, x y) satisfying the conditions (1.3). 
Let us consider a segmenttto, ] t on which the inequality (2.3) and hence (2.4) holds. 

Then the function x = x(t) appearing in the solution of (1.1) will satisfy [2] 

Hence 
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+i 

t 
Beb+‘)l &j (e, 8) & + s Bef-‘+t)l p & 

to to 
This implies that the inequality 

[I z (t) [1< rl? + rzBu-* T (e) + eBa-l6 (8, 8) + fW1 P d “/5 e 

holds on the segment [to, t], provided that the number e > 0 is chosen small enough to 

satisfy 

Pa-” y (e) Q Vb, Ba-l& (8, e) < ‘15 

and that perturbations R(t, z, yl satisfy the condition (1.31. 
Consequently, if the inequality (2.3) holds on [to, tl, then a stronger inequality 

Ii 5 W Ii < (IrJ a 

also holds. Therefore (2.3) and (2.4) will hold for any t >/to >/O and any perturbations sat- 

isfying (1.31, i.e. the null solution is stable under persistent perturbations. 
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